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Abstract
The Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP) presents
a significant challenge in numerous industries, re-
quiring optimal solutions for complex computa-
tional problems. Traditional approaches to solv-
ing ASP often rely on complex, black-box models
like random forests, which are effective but lack
transparency, and they often fail to balance per-
formance with interpretability. This paper investi-
gates the performance-interpretability trade-off for
the ASP, specifically focused on Optimal Decision
Trees (ODTs) as recent innovations have made the
use of ODTs more viable. We compare ODTs
against 4 other tree-based models, using 11 differ-
ent datasets. We show there is no apparent trade-
off between performance and interpretability for
ODTs which have been trained using an instance
cost-sensitive approach, as they achieve compa-
rable performance to a Random Forest Regressor
while maintaining interpretability through multiple
orders of magnitude fewer leaf nodes.

1 Introduction
There exist multiple complexity classes that contain computa-
tionally hard problems frequently encountered in various in-
dustries, including finance, healthcare, logistics, and telecom-
munications.

Solving the problems in these complexity classes optimally
has been a major area of study in computer science, and most
problems have seen many different approaches to solve them
over the years. An interesting observation when comparing
the performance of different approaches for the same problem
is that the performance of different algorithms can vary sig-
nificantly per instance, and typically no single algorithm out-
performs all others [1]. This phenomenon has been observed
in various NP-hard problems, such as the constraint satisfac-
tion problem (CSP) [2], the satisfiability problem (SAT) [3],
planning and scheduling algorithms [4], and the quantified
Boolean formula problem (QBF) [5].

Finding the best-performing algorithm per instance of such
a problem is defined as the per-instance Algorithm Selec-
tion Problem [1]. The Algorithm Selection Problem has been
studied widely, and many different approaches have been sug-
gested, often making use of machine learning models. While
these approaches provide good performance, such as ran-
dom regression forests [6], the studies frequently make use
of black-box models, which are not interpretable and conse-
quently do not provide insight into the algorithmic problems.

Interpretability has fundamental importance in contexts
where sensitive decisions are made, such as the healthcare in-
dustry, criminal justice, public safety, and fairness in a social
context. In these contexts, we need machine learning models
that can be understood by humans, since interpretable mod-
els are crucial for safety, fairness, and reliability [7]. This,
in contrast with black-box models, which are hard to under-
stand and difficult to troubleshoot, underlines the need for
transparency.
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nvarsOrig < 13687.0

nclausesOrig < 334260.0

Open.WBO.ms.pre MaxHS

nclausesOrig < 31219.0

UWrMaxSAT MaxHS

Figure 1: An optimal decision tree of depth 2 for the MAXSAT19-
UCMS-ALGO dataset. As the tree is shallow, it is possible to
understand the model. A quick analysis of the tree shows, based
on the number of variables (nvarsOrig) and clauses (nclausesOrig):
Open.WBO.ms.pre is optimal for large problems, MaxHS is pre-
ferred for medium-sized problems, and UWrMaxSAT is ideal for
smaller problems with many clauses.

An example of an interpretable model is a Decision Tree
model, which is widely used for supervised learning [8], and
they have been used since the 1960s [9]. An example of such
a decision tree is shown in figure 1. Their popularity is partly
due to their interpretability, as shallow trees can be easily
visualized [10]. The most commonly used decision tree al-
gorithm is the Classification and Regression Trees (CART),
which employs heuristics to construct the trees [11]. These
heuristics optimize a local objective function to quickly build
a tree that fits the training data. When these trees are ensem-
bled, they form a Random Forest [12]. These models have
achieved state-of-the-art performance across various classes
of machine learning problems [13] and are implemented in
popular machine learning frameworks, such as scikit-learn
[14].

Decision trees

K-nearest neighbors
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XGBoost
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Figure 2: The interpretability - performance trade-off as presented
by Sheykhmousa and Mahdianpari [15]

Despite their popularity, heuristic tree-based models have
two major drawbacks. First, a downside of heuristic tree-
based models is related to their optimization of a local objec-



tive function, which does not ensure a globally optimal tree.
Consequently, heuristic trees might not represent the data ac-
curately, implying that they do not generalize well to out-of-
sample data [16]. Second, a downside of a more interpretable
model is the relation between performance and interpretabil-
ity, which is usually visualized as shown in figure 2, showing
that more interpretable models sacrifice performance. While
this is the general consensus in the literature, Rudin et al. [7]
argue that less complicated models can still achieve high per-
formance.

Optimal decision trees aim to address these drawbacks by
providing a relatively small tree, which is interpretable. The
provided tree is also globally optimal on the training data, ac-
cording to a specified objective function and tree depth, which
has been shown to perform better on out-of-sample data than
heuristics [17], [18].

One downside is that computing optimal decision trees is
in itself an NP-hard problem [19]; however, recent advance-
ments in computational power and algorithmic techniques
have made their computation more feasible on real-world
datasets. Previous approaches include the use of mixed in-
teger programming [18] and constraint programming [20],
but these approaches suffer from poor scalability on large
datasets. An alternative method involving dynamic program-
ming has been presented by Demirović et al., which com-
putes optimal classification trees. This approach has been
demonstrated to outperform other methods by orders of mag-
nitude, enhancing the feasibility of computing these optimal
trees [21]. Van Der Linden et al. introduced a framework
to extend this approach to all separable optimization tasks
[22], referred to as Optimal Decision Trees with Dynamic
Programming (ODT with DP).

Multiple studies have used optimal decision trees to solve
the Algorithm Selection Problem. One approach used a
Mixed Integer Programming approach [23], which did not
scale well, and one used the ODT with DP approach [24].
However, none of these studies considered a wide range of
datasets to validate the out-of-sample performance and the
relation with interpretability.

Therefore, we consider the following research question:
What is the trade-off between performance and interpretabil-
ity when solving the Algorithm Selection Problem (ASP)
with optimal decision trees compared to other tree-based
methods such as heuristic trees and random forests? In our
experiments, we show the possibility of optimal decision
trees for the ASP, which are orders of magnitude smaller and
thus more interpretable than other tree-based methods while
sacrificing little performance or even gaining performance.

Our main contributions are: 1) showcasing the novel uses
of Optimal Decision Trees in the Algorithm Selection Prob-
lem; 2) extensive experiments with 11 datasets and 6 models
to show the trade-off between performance and interpretabil-
ity.

2 Related Work
The Algorithm Selection Problem has evolved significantly
since its formalization by Rice [1], who introduced the idea
of selecting the best algorithm for each instance from a set

of problem instances, algorithms, and performance measures.
Early work in ASP primarily focused on single-domain appli-
cations, such as SAT (propositional satisfiability). The in-
ternational SAT competitions highlighted the variability in
solver performance across different instances, underscoring
the need for algorithm portfolios [25].

Systems like SATzilla [26], introduced in 2008, pioneered
the use of machine learning to predict the best solver for a
given instance based on features extracted from the problem
instance. SATzilla won several gold medals in SAT competi-
tions and a new version was introduced in 2012 [27], improv-
ing the previous version using a weighted Random Forests
and winning the 2012 SAT Challenge. Another well-known
approach for SAT problems is 3S [28], relying on k-Nearest
Neighbours (k-NN), which was amongst the best performing
solvers in the 2011 International SAT competition.

Subsequent research expanded ASP techniques to other do-
mains, including Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [2],
[29], planning [4], [30], and Answer Set Programming [31].
Notable systems include SUNNY [29], which solves the ASP
for CSP and is based on k-NN, and Claspfolio [32], which
solves the ASP for Answer Set Programming and uses several
mechanisms such as k-NN, Random Forests and regression.
Another interesting system is ME-ASP [33], which uses sev-
eral classifiers, such as k-NN, Support Vector Machines and
Random Forests to solve the ASP for Answer Set Program-
ming.

The introduction of ASlib [6] in 2016 marked a signifi-
cant advancement by providing a standardized benchmark li-
brary for cross-domain evaluation of algorithm selection tech-
niques.

More recent approaches include the use of local optima
networks [34], Graph Convolutional Network-Based Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks [35], and Graph Neural Networks,
which have been applied to the TSP [36]. An interesting
trend we identify is the use of more complex machine learn-
ing models and the use of multiple black box models in recent
years.

A significant approach to solving ASP is through the use
of tree-based models such as Random Forests or XGBoost,
which have consistently demonstrated outstanding perfor-
mance for the ASP, rivaling the performance of state-of-the-
art neural networks [37]. Random Forests have been used nu-
merous times, such as in the aforementioned solver SATzilla
[27], Planzilla [30], MachSMT [38] which solves the ASP
for Satisfiability Modulo Theories problems, and ASAP (Al-
gorithm Selector And Prescheduler system) [39] which com-
bines Random Forests and k-NN.

Recently, Vilas et al. demonstrated that optimal decision
trees provide accurate results and do not overfit on data,
although their study was limited to 500 instances [23]. In
another study, Segalini et al. [24] showed that by using the
STreeD approach, optimal decision trees can be computed
much more scalably (by orders of magnitude). However,
this study was limited to MaxSAT data, and no detailed
analysis on out-of-sample performance and interpretability
was conducted. Visentin et al. [40] proposed a framework
for explainabling multi-class classification specifically for
the Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem (CLSP); however, they



do not study the performance of the model alongside its
explainability.

The performance-interpretability tradeoff has been
widely studied in machine learning in recent years, as the
recognition for the necessity of interpretability is growing.
Cayamcela et al. (2019) [41], Luo et al. (2019) [42], Arrieta
et al. (2020) [43], Ciatto et al. (2020) [44], Kumar et al.
(2021) [45], and Ali et al. (2023) [46] all use some version
of figure 2 to depict interpretability as inversely proportional
to performance. Lipton (2018) [47] and Rudin (2019) [7] are
among the few studies that call this relation into question.

(Optimal) Decision Trees The construction of optimal de-
cision trees is proven to be NP-Complete by Hyafil et al. [19],
indicating the complexity and computational challenges in-
volved in finding the best decision tree.

Bennet et al. [48] proposed constructing globally optimal
decision trees by first fixing the tree’s structure and then solv-
ing linear inequalities using existing optimizers. This method
introduced a structured approach to manage the complexity
of tree construction. Constraint programming and Mixed In-
teger Programming (MIP) have been employed by Bertsimas
et al. [17], [49] and Verwer et al. [20] to refine decision tree
optimization.

Recent innovations include the development of methods
for building optimal decision trees by Hu et al. [50] and
DL8.5 by Aglin et al. [51], which significantly outperforms
previous methods by using a Branch-and-Bound search,
caching, pruning, and heuristics. Demirović et al. [21]
introduced MurTree, employing many specialized techniques
tailored to classification trees’ unique properties. This
approach, along with STreeD [22], which generalizes the
methodology to any separable optimization task, shows
a trend towards scalable solutions that maintain optimal
performance across various tasks.

Summary While the ASP has been addressed with nu-
merous approaches, showing outstanding performance with
the use of (multiple) black-box models, such as Random
Forests, none have thoroughly studied the trade-off between
interpretability and performance across multiple problems
and datasets for optimal decision trees. Generally speaking,
the consensus about the interpretability-performance trade-
off currently leans more toward the idea that less complex
models are more interpretable but usually sacrifice perfor-
mance. However, this may not be the case. As recent in-
novations have made the use of optimal decision trees more
viable, we will study this relation for the ASP in the next sec-
tions.

3 Preliminaries
This section details the formalization of the Algorithm Selec-
tion Problem, the different Algorithm Selection approaches
considered and the evaluation metrics used:

The Algorithm Selection Problem can be formalized as
follows [1]:

• Problem Instance Space (X ): The set of problem in-
stances x ∈ X drawn from a distribution D

• Algorithm Space (A): The set of candidate algorithms
a ∈ A which are available for solving the problems

• Performance Metric (M): A function m : X ×A → R
that measures the performance of algorithm a on in-
stance x. The goal is to minimize (or maximize) this
metric.

• Cost Function (C): A function C : X × A → R rep-
resenting the cost of selecting algorithm a for instance
x.

• Feature Space (F): The set of all features f ∈ F that
describe the problem instances.

• Feature Value Function (ϕ): A function ϕ : F × X →
R that maps each feature and instance to a real-valued
number representing the value of that feature for the
given instance.

The goal is to find a mapping s : X → A such that the overall
performance is minimized:

argmin
∑
x∈X

M(x, s(x)))

Algorithm Selection Approaches vary based on the
kinds of decisions which have to be made in the selection
process. To minimize the mapping s : X → A, one can
simply try to select the best algorithm using a classification
model. Another widely used approach is regression, which
first predicts the performance for each algorithm and then
selects the best-performing algorithm. The last approach
we consider is instance cost-sensitive classification, which
considers different misclassification costs for each label and
each instance. This is particularly relevant in applications
where the cost of a misclassification varies significantly
across instances, such as in the ASP.

Evaluation metrics in the context of the ASP are atypi-
cal. As we are interested in the speed up in runtime with
respect to the available algorithms, typical evaluation metrics
in machine learning such as accuracy, F1 score and precision
cannot be used as they don’t provide information about the
runtimes. Choosing an appropriate evaluation metric is not
straightforward, as a timeout T is defined per Algorithm Se-
lection scenario, because some instances are too difficult to
solve in a reasonable amount of time. For this reason, we
evaluate the performance of different models using the Pe-
nalized Average Runtime with an included penalty factor of
ten for timeouts (PAR10), a widely used metric to evaluate
performance [6]. PAR10 is defined as follows:

PAR10(s) =

∑
x∈X M′(x, s)

|X |

M′(x, s) =

{M(x, s(x))) if M(x, s(x))) ≤ T

10 · T else

where



• x is a specific problem instance

• s is a mapping provided by the algorithm selector

• M(x, s(x))) is the function which calculates the actual
runtime based on x and s

• T is the timeout value

• X is the set of problem instances

To bring the PAR10 score in perspective, we compare the
PAR10 scores to the virtual best solver (VBS), and the sin-
gle best solver (SBS). The VBS selects the best algorithm for
each instance and the SBS is the best solver on average. To
compare the PAR10 scores over scenarios, we normalize the
PAR10 with respect to the VBS and SBS, i.e., the VBS cor-
responds to a 1 and the SBS corresponds to a 0:

Normalized PAR10(s) =
PAR10(s)− SBS

V BS − SBS

We evaluate the interpretability of different models using
the number of leaf nodes. This metric is a proxy for the com-
plexity of each model and gives insight into the interpretabil-
ity of the model as a whole.

4 Methodology
Our methodology consists of the selection and preparation of
the datasets we use, the machine learning models we use and
how they are trained and selected.

4.1 Data Source
We use 11 datasets from the Algorithm Selection Library
(ASlib) [6]. ASlib offers a variety of datasets with distinct
problem domains such as Answer Set Programming, Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), and Maximum Satisfi-
ability (MAXSAT). This variety allows for testing the effi-
cacy of the different machine learning models under differ-
ent feature space conditions. Table 1 gives an overview of
the scenarios, number of algorithms, instances, and features
we use in our evaluation. Other studies, which make use of
ASlib, use a comparable amount of datasets. Liu et al. uses 12
datasets [52], Pulatov et al. uses 9 datasets [53] and Hanselle
et al uses 6 datasets [54].

The data in ASlib is provided in a standardized data format
which comes with precomputed features and their respective
costs to compute the features and predefined cross-validation
setups. This cross-validation setup is used in most papers that
use ASlib [6], [52]–[54]. We use this setup in this study. This
allows us to focus on the analysis without the need for pre-
computing the features ourselves and it additionally provides
the opportunity for other researchers to perform comparative
performance assessments with respect to this study.

The selection of the datasets we use in this study is driven
by several factors. We only consider datasets that include the
data for computing feature costs as this information is needed
to assess whether using algorithm selection is more efficient
than using the best solver on average. Certain datasets are
duplicated, for which we choose the dataset that includes
the most data points, e.g., more problem instances or more
features, as datasets containing a larger number of features

are preferable. For MAXSAT and SAT we include multi-
ple datasets, two and three respectively, since ASlib contains
many datasets related to MAXSAT and SAT. The datasets we
select for MAXSAT and SAT vary significantly in either the
number of instances, algorithms, or instance features.

Scenario Instances Algorithms Instance Features
ASP-POTASSCO 1294 11 138

BNSL-2016 1179 8 86
CSP-Minizinc-Time-2016 100 20 95
MAXSAT-WPMS-2016 630 18 37

MAXSAT19-UCMS-ALGO 572 7 129
MIP-2016 218 5 143

PROTEUS-2014 4021 22 198
QBF-2016 825 24 46

SAT11-HAND-ALGO 296 11 190
SAT12-ALL 1614 31 115

SAT16-MAIN 274 25 55

Table 1: Number of algorithms, instances, and instance features for
scenarios used in this study

4.2 Data preparation
We remove instances with missing feature or algorithm val-
ues and we remove features that are either constant valued
or duplicated since both are irrelevant. To prepare the data
for STreeD, we apply a binarization step, which is detailed
below:

1. Feature Selection: Choose a continuous feature from
the feature space.

2. Sorting: Arrange all the observed values of this feature
in ascending order.

3. Category Definition: Divide these sorted values into a
specified number of equally sized categories, called bins.

4. Threshold Determination: Identify the thresholds that
separate these bins. The thresholds are determined based
on the position of the values in the sorted list.

5. Transformation: Convert each value of the feature into
a binary vector. For each threshold, if the value is less
than the threshold, it is assigned a 1 in the binary vector;
otherwise, it is assigned a 0. This process is repeated for
each threshold, resulting in a binary representation for
each feature value.

We use the Java implementation of Segalini et al.1 and adapt
it to our specific case.

4.3 Model Training and Model Selection
We employ various tree-based machine learning models with
varying complexities and approaches to the ASP in this study.
The specific models and parameter ranges are detailed in Ta-
ble 2. These parameter ranges are broader than earlier works
such as the original ASlib paper [6] and a specific study about
the ASP for the Travelling Salesman Problem [55]. Since we
are interested in the relation between performance and inter-
pretability, we use models with varying degrees of complexity
as this relates directly to interpretability [56]. To this end, we
use Decision Trees, which is a ”simple” model, and Random

1https://github.com/gsegalini/decision-trees-asp

https://github.com/gsegalini/decision-trees-asp


Forests, which is a more complex model. For both models,
we use a classification and regression approach. The model
complexity of the regression approach scales with the number
of algorithms to choose from in each scenario, because each
model needs to have a separately trained regression model for
each algorithm.

Earlier studies have shown random regression forests to be
superior to other machine learning models, such as Decision
Trees, XGBoost, and neural networks for the Algorithm Se-
lection Problem [6], [37], however, it would be interesting to
analyze the trade-off between performance and interpretabil-
ity for varying model complexities and compare this to opti-
mal decision trees.

To use Decision Trees and Random Forests for the ASP, we
use the Python scikit-learn implementation2, a widely used
machine learning library in both academia and industry. The
Decision Tree Classifier and the Decision Tree Regressor are
implemented in Scikit-learn using Classification and Regres-
sion Trees (CART) [11]. To use ODT with DP for the ASP
we use the Python implementation of STreeD, pystreed3.

We use feature selection to decrease the needed compu-
tational resources by training a random regression forest for
each scenario and utilizing the resulting feature importance
values to select the top n ∈ 5, 10, 20, 30 features for training
and selecting the models.

To train the models we tune the hyperparameters of all
six models, using the provided parameter ranges, with grid
search and a nested cross-validation setup (with ten internal
folds as specified by ASlib) for each scenario. This is done
to ensure both unbiased performance results and to select the
best model within the parameter ranges for each scenario.

All experiments are run on the DelftBlue supercomputer
[57], which is equipped with Intel XEON E5-6448Y 32C
2.1GHz CPUs. Each experiment is configured with 8 CPU
cores and 16 GB of RAM from such a CPU.

Machine learning model Parameter ranges
Classification
ODT with DP (STreeD) max depth ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6},

max num nodes ∈ {3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 31, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 63},
bin size ∈ {2, 5, 7, 10}

Decision Tree Classifier max depth ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20,None},
max features ∈ {√ , log2},
min samples split ∈ {2, 5},
min samples leaf ∈ {1, 2},
max leaf nodes ∈ {None, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}

Random Forest Classifier n estimators ∈ {100, 200, 300},
max depth ∈ {None, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20, 50},
min samples split ∈ {2, 5},
min samples leaf ∈ {1, 2}

Regression
Decision Tree Regressor max depth ∈ {None, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20, 30, 50},

max features ∈ {None,
√ },

min samples split ∈ {2, 5, 10, 15},
min samples leaf ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6}

Random Forest Regressor n estimators ∈ {100, 200, 300},
max depth ∈ {None, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 20, 50},
min samples split ∈ {2, 5},
min samples leaf ∈ {1, 2}

Instance cost sensitive
ODT with DP (STreeD In-
stance Cost Sensitive)

max depth ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
max num nodes ∈ {3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 31, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 63},
bin size ∈ {2, 5, 7, 10}

Table 2: Machine learning algorithms and their parameter ranges
used

2https://scikit-learn.org/
3https://github.com/AlgTUDelft/pystreed

5 Experimental Setup and Results
To study the trade-off between performance and interpretabil-
ity, we carry out multiple experiments. Experiment 5.1
focuses on evaluating the performance of different models
across various scenarios. Experiment 5.2 examines the re-
lationship between the aggregates of model performance and
the number of leaf nodes to understand the high-level rela-
tion between performance and interpretability. Experiment
5.3 investigates performance versus the number of nodes per
scenario to down drill in the data to understand the dynamics
of the performance-interpretability tradeoff. Experiment 5.4
goes more in-depth about the trade-off between performance
and interpretability specifically for the STreeD ICSC (STreeD
ICSC).

5.1 Performance of all models and scenarios
To understand the overall performance of models, we select
the best model, based on the lowest PAR10 score, for each
scenario. The PAR10 score is based on the average of the
PAR10 score for each of the ten test folds. We normalize the
PAR10 to be able to compare performance against scenarios
and models. The results are given in table 3, which outlines
the summary statistics per model, and figure 3, which outlines
the best normalized PAR10 per scenario for each model.

From the results, we can draw several conclusions. First,
we conclude that the Random Forest Regressor and STreeD
ICSC models show very similar performance. Both mod-
els consistently achieve higher performance scores than other
models, and for all scenarios, either the Random Forest Re-
gressor (6/11) or the STreeD ICSC (5/11) performed the best.
While the Random Forest Regressor has a higher median,
STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive has a higher mean because
STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive is more consistent, as shown
by the lower σ and the smaller spread between min/max and
quartile 1 and quartile 3.

Secondly, when we compare the separate approaches to
solving the ASP, the regression approach for the Random For-
est outperforms the classification approach by a significant
margin, with a µ difference of 0.18. There is no difference in
µ and median when comparing the regression and classifica-
tion for the Decision Tree.

The Instance Cost Sensitive Approach shows an even
larger difference between the classification approach of
STreeD with a µ difference of 0.43. Interestingly, the De-
cision Tree and Random Forest with both a classification and
regression approach outperform the classification approach of
STreeD by a large margin.

5.2 Performance vs. Number of leaf nodes for all
models and scenarios

To understand the high-level relation between performance
and interpretability, we compute the total number of leaf
nodes per model and normalized PAR10 for each scenario
and take the average of these metrics.

The results, as presented in table 4, show an interesting
pattern. Increasing model complexity increases the perfor-
mance but reduces interpretability when comparing the Deci-
sion Tree Classifier and Decision Tree Regressor to the Ran-

https://scikit-learn.org/
https://github.com/AlgTUDelft/pystreed


Model µ σ Median Min Max Q1 Q3

Decision Tree Classifier 0.49 0.26 0.58 -0.12 0.74 0.39 0.65
Decision Tree Regressor 0.49 0.20 0.58 0.22 0.82 0.29 0.62
RandomForestClassifier 0.51 0.28 0.55 -0.11 0.82 0.45 0.72
RandomForestRegressor 0.69 0.16 0.74 0.39 0.86 0.58 0.81
STreeD 0.27 0.38 0.41 -0.55 0.66 0.08 0.55
STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive 0.70 0.13 0.72 0.41 0.84 0.62 0.79

Table 3: Summary statistics of the normalized PAR10 for each
model, aggregated over all scenarios. The normalized PAR10 in-
dicates how much a model closes the gap between the Single Best
Solver (sbs), the best solver on average which is set at 0, and the
Virtual Best Solver (vbs), the best possible solver for each instance,
which is set at 1. The mean is represented by µ and the standard
deviation is represented by σ.
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0.56 0.67 0.55 0.79 0.45 0.84∗

0.68 0.82 0.77 0.86∗ 0.66 0.81

0.74 0.69 0.58 0.56 0.22 0.84∗

0.58 0.60 0.56 0.83∗ 0.22 0.72

0.46 0.58 0.41 0.70∗ 0.41 0.59

0.72 0.47 0.50 0.38 0.60 0.72∗

−0.12 0.31 −0.11 0.59 −0.55 0.59∗

0.31 0.32 0.49 0.74∗ −0.13 0.64

0.63 0.62 0.72 0.79∗ 0.60 0.74

0.58 0.57 0.82 0.84∗ 0.49 0.77

0.23 0.25 0.13 0.39 −0.05 0.41∗

Figure 3: The best achieved normalized PAR10 for all models and
for each scenario. The best model for each scenario is marked with
an asterisk (*). Values close to 1 indicate a good performance, high-
lighted in green. Values close to 0 indicate the model did not achieve
better results than selecting the sbs, indicated by white and negative
values indicate a bad performance, highlighted in red.

Model µ Normalized PAR10 µ # Leaf Nodes σ # Leaf Nodes

Decision Tree Classifier 0.49 111.00 123.62
Decision Tree Regressor 0.49 704.36 526.89
RandomForestClassifier 0.51 19168.00 22288.12
RandomForestRegressor 0.69 490705.09 510816.79
STreeD 0.27 14.18 9.85
STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive 0.70 19.64 13.46

Table 4: Summary statistics of normalized PAR10 vs. number of
leaf nodes

dom Forest Regressor, as the average normalized PAR10 in-
creases by roughly 40% and the average number of leaf nodes
increases by two to three orders of magnitude. However, this
is not the case when comparing the Random Forest Regres-
sor to the STreeD ICSC, since the performance for the Ran-
dom Forest Regressor and the STreeD ICSC is very similar,

while the interpretability of the STreeD ICSC is much better,
as the average number of leaf nodes is four orders of mag-
nitude larger for the Random Forest Regressor. The STreeD
classifier also uses orders of magnitude fewer leaf nodes on
average, but the performance is worse than the other models.

From this discussion, we draw one main conclusion.
While, on average, the Decision Tree and Random Forest ad-
here to the general consensus of sacrificing performance for
interpretability, the STreeD ICSC does not and instead per-
forms similarly to the Random Forest Regressor while still
maintaining interpretability.

5.3 Performance vs. number of leaf nodes per
scenario

To better understand the relation between performance and
interpretability, we use all data points obtained by the grid
search procedure for each scenario and scatter the normalized
PAR10 against the number of leaf nodes. Figure 4 illustrates
this relationship for ASP-POTASSCO and BNSL-2016.

When analyzing the scatterplot for ASP-POTASSCO, we
make a few observations. First, the STreeD ICSC outper-
forms the Decision Tree Classifier and STreeD Classifier
for every number of leaf nodes, e.g., the worst performing
STreeD classifier for ten leaf nodes still outperforms the best
Decision Tree and STreeD Classifier for the same number
of leaf nodes. Second, in the case of fewer leaf nodes, the
STreeD ICSC still outperforms all of the other models, e.g.,
the best performing STreeD Classifier for ten leaf nodes still
outperforms all other models.

When analyzing the scatterplot for BNSL-2016, we make
some more observations. While the STreeD ICSC performs
worse than the Random Forest Regressor, it still shows good
performance while using approximately four orders of mag-
nitude fewer leaf nodes.

Other scatterplots show a similar pattern; STreeD Instance
Cost Sensitive performs better or sacrifices relatively minimal
performance while using significantly fewer leaf nodes.

Based on this analysis, we solidify our conclusion from
experiment 5.2.

5.4 Experiment 4: Performance vs. number of leaf
nodes for STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive

In this experiment, we explore the relationship between per-
formance and interpretability by analyzing how the perfor-
mance of the STreeD ICSC changes with varying numbers of
leaf nodes. Figure 5 illustrates this for PROTEUS-2014 and
ASP-POTASSCO.

For some scenarios, there is potential to significantly re-
duce the number of leaf nodes while accepting a moderate
decrease in performance. For example, for PROTEUS-2014,
the number of leaf nodes can be reduced from 32 to 16, re-
sulting in a performance drop from a normalized PAR10 of
59.5 to 53.1. For ASP-POTASSCO, the number of leaf nodes
can be reduced from 51 to 11, resulting in a performance drop
from a normalized PAR10 of 84.1 to 82.8.

In other cases, the classifier already utilizes a relatively
small number of leaf nodes, but there is still room for further
reduction. For instance, CSP-Minizinc-Time-2016 shows
that the number of leaf nodes can be decreased from 16 to
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Figure 4: Scatterplot of all normalized PAR10 scores vs. number
of leaf nodes, resulting from the grid search procedure, for different
scenarios. The best achieved normalized PAR10 is highlighted for
each model in white. Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis.

6, with the performance metric dropping from 84.2 to 71.1.
Such scenarios indicate that even models with initially low
complexity can be simplified further.

Finally, there are scenarios where the number of leaf nodes
is already minimal, leaving little to no room for reduc-
tion without significant performance degradation. For in-
stance, datasets such as MIP-2016, MAXSAT-WPMS-2016,
and SAT-12 all exhibit a baseline of 11 leaf nodes, indicat-
ing simplicity in the model structure. Attempts to reduce the
number of leaf nodes further in these cases are likely to result
in substantial performance losses.

Based on this analysis, we conclude that the STreeD ICSC
uses a relatively small number of nodes and in cases where it
uses more than average, usually a simpler model with signifi-
cantly fewer leaf nodes can be used instead which still offers
comparable performance.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We show that the instance cost-sensitive STreeD classifier
performs comparable or better to models requiring orders of
magnitude more nodes, which improves interpretability with-
out sacrificing performance. The STreeD ICSC’s ability to
maintain high performance with fewer nodes shows its poten-
tial as a more interpretable alternative to traditional tree-based
models and random forests.

The empirical results indicate that the instance cost-
sensitive STreeD classifier consistently achieves high perfor-
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Figure 5: Plot of the relation between normalized PAR10 and Num-
ber of leaf nodes for PROTEUS-2014 and ASP-POTASSCO. The
data is a result of the grid search procedure.

mance across various scenarios, often matching or surpassing
the performance of more complex models like the Random
Forest Regressor. This finding is significant as it suggests that
optimal decision trees can be effectively utilized for the Algo-
rithm Selection Problem (ASP) while maintaining a balance
between performance and interpretability.

As this research does not define interpretability beyond the
number of leaf nodes, future research should delve deeper
into the concept of interpretability in the context of deci-
sion trees and machine learning models. A comprehensive
user study would be beneficial to understand how different
stakeholders perceive the interpretability of Optimal Decision
Trees, compared to other machine learning models. Addi-
tionally, expanding the research to include a broader range of
datasets and problem domains will help validate the general-
izability of the Optimal Decision Tree approach.

Responsible Research
The research adheres to the FAIR principles to ensure that the
data and code used in the experiments are:

• Findable: All metadata and content related to the re-
search are available on the TUD (Technical University
of Delft) repository, making it easy for researchers to lo-
cate and access.

• Accessible: The code will be stored in a public repos-
itory. This ensures transparency and allows others to
replicate the study. The ASlib datasets are also stored
in a public repository 4.

• Interoperable: The code is designed to run on both
Windows and Unix systems, ensuring compatibility
across different operating environments and facilitating
broader use by the research community.

4https://github.com/coseal/aslib data/tree/master

https://github.com/coseal/aslib_data/tree/master


• Reusable: The repository includes all necessary infor-
mation to execute and rerun the experiments, including
detailed documentation and instructions. This promotes
reuse and facilitates further research based on the current
study.
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A Performance vs. number of leaf nodes
(other scenarios)
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Figure 6: Scatterplot of all normalized PAR10 scores vs. number
of leaf nodes, resulting from the grid search procedure, for different
scenarios. The best achieved normalized PAR10 is highlighted for
each model in white. Note the logarithmic x-axis. TBD: fix plots
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B Performance vs. number of leaf nodes for
STreeD Instance Cost Sensitive (other
scenarios)
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